The use of transgenic mice for short-term, in vivo mutagenicity testing.
In order to develop a short-term, in vivo assay to study the mutagenic effects of chemical exposure, transgenic mice were generated using a lambda shuttle vector containing a lacZ target gene. Following exposure to mutagens, this target can be rescued efficiently from genomic DNA prepared from tissues of the treated mice using restriction minus, in vitro lambda phage packaging extract and restriction minus Escherichia coli plating cultures. Mutations in the target gene appear as colorless plaques on a background of blue plaques when plated on indicator agar. Spontaneous background levels were approximately 1 x 10(-5) in each of three mouse lineages analyzed. Exposure of lambda transgenic mice to N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea resulted in as much as a 14-fold induction in detected mutations over background levels. The assay is currently being modified to incorporate lacI as the target for ease of mutation detection as well as in vivo excision properties of the Lambda ZAP vector, facilitating sequence analysis of mutant plaques.